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Figure 1: Left, Center: a STAMPER installation; Right: Detecting the drummer’s motions on OpenPose. 

ABSTRACT 
STAMPER enables drummers to generate innovative performances 
by controlling multiple bass drums. STAMPER consists of several 
“Actuated Pedals (APs),” bass drum pedals embedded with an EC 
motor, paired with bass drums, and a machine vision system. The 
APs are used both as input and output. One AP in input mode senses 
the position of the pedal being used by the drummer. Other APs in 
actuated mode respond to the input mode AP’s motion. Machine 
vision is used to monitor the drummer’s movements to control the 
behavior of the actuated APs. In this paper, we describe the current 
prototype of STAMPER and what kind of drum performances can 
be achieved with the system by reporting a study conducted with 
an experienced drummer. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Drumming is a musical performance using all four human limbs. 
The drum set is a manual machine designed for the structure of 
the human body (four limbs), with which the drummer creates 
various sound expressions. The drummer beats the drums with 
both arms, while the right leg pedals beat the bass drum and the left 
foot operates the high-hat. This can be interpreted as an example 
of a performance achieved through human-machine integration. 

There are currently several emerging research domains study-
ing integrated and cooperative movement between humans and 
machines in the HCI community. These are human augmentation 
(e.g., [7, 14, 15]), human-computer integration [3, 13], and human-
machine mutual actuation [10, 11]. A common feature of these 
domains is that they focus on designing and implementing systems 
for sensing and assisting human movement through computer op-
erated machinery. Previous works have attempted to develop new 
sports [7, 8], support physical motion [5, 10, 11], generate supernu-
merary limbs [14, 15, 17], and expand musical expression [2, 6]. We 
believe that applying these technologies to musical instruments can 
enable musicians to create new and attractive musical expressions 
that were previously impossible. 
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With this background in mind, we invented a human-machine 
integrated drumming system called “STAMPER” which enables 
drummers to explore and generate novel drum expressions which 
cannot be achieved with traditional drum sets.1 STAMPER consists
of a generic drum set with a set of modifed bass drum pedals called 
“Actuated Pedals” (APs: Figure 2), additional bass drums, and a ma-
chine vision system that monitors the drummer’s motions (Figure 
1 Right) and refects them on controlling APs for the additional 
bass drums. The APs work together to allow the drummer to play 
multiple bass drums at the same time. One AP senses the drum-
mer’s kicking of the bass drum while the others actively kick the 
additional drums. The machine vision system allows the drummer 
to freely control how the bass drums play by opening and closing 
the knees to control parameters such as 1) counts: how many times 
the additional bass drums beat and 2) delay time: how long the 
repeated beats are delayed. Diferent from playing with the beat of 
a computer-generated rhythm, a drummer playing STAMPER is in
control of the computer-mediated machine and is free to investi-
gate and invent new rhythms and unique drum expressions while 
keeping a sense of agency. 

Artistic expressions generated by drummers using STAMPER can 
be defned as computer/machine mediated music performances [12, 
16] as well as human-machine cooperative music performances [1,
9]. In the professional music scene, it is known that Rick Allen (hard
rock band Def Leppard’s drummer) who lost one of his arms in an
accident plays a specially made drum set integrating analog and elec-
tric drums. In a similar vein, there is research on robotic drumming
using a machine-made arm [6]. The STAMPER project has been con-
ducted to design human-machine integrated musical performances,
synthesizing the multiple research areas of technology-enabled
musical performances and the human augmentations.

Figure 2: Components of Actuated Pedal 

1Please watch the introductory video for the STAMPER system at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=4y3OBM9zNIQ. 

2 THE STAMPER SYSTEM 

2.1 Design Rationale 
As mentioned, STAMPER, as a human-machine integrated drum-
ming system, consists of an integrated interactive system and a 
drummer using unique ways to control this new musical instru-
ment. While the hardware part (the APs) was logically designed and 
implemented (described below), we iteratively conducted trials and 
errors to investigate how a drummer could control multiple APs. 
Before deciding on the way of opening and closing the knees, there 
were other ideas, such as preparing special drumsticks attached 
with a button to control the APs, sensing the tilt of the upper body 
during drumming, controlling the APs by raising and lowering 
the elbows, etc. We prepared rapid prototypes for these ideas and 
tested them. Finally, we decided to focus on the knee movements 
that do not interfere with the drumming. After preparing the ini-
tial prototype, we invited a drummer and collaboratively updated 
the system such as the accuracy of sensing the drummer’s move-
ments, and the usability as a musical instrument. For example, we 
found out the swinging of the drummer’s upper body center during 
drumming and this hindered sensing the opening and closing of 
the knees. To address this, we attached an AR marker (Figure. 6 
C) to the drum chair to detect its rotation and refected the tilt of
the drummer’s upper body in detecting the knee movements. Our
work in progress describes the current version of the STAMPER
system and presents the possibility of the construction of future
human-machine integrated drum expressions.

2.2 Actuated Pedal (AP) 
The AP (Figure 2) is a pedal device with an embedded EC motor. 
It can be used as both an input interface to sense the drummer’s 
pedaling and a computer controlled actuator. When in input mode, 
the drummer can use the AP in the same way they might use a 
normal drum pedal, while it senses the drummer’s pedaling via 
the EC motor’s encoder. When in actuated mode, the AP can be 
actuated through the EC motor. As such, the AP can be controlled 
both manually and via a computer. The STAMPER system requires 
one input mode AP and one or more actuated mode APs. 
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Figure 3: Overview of STAMPER: Three APs are placed on 
each bass drum. A camera set overhead observes the drum-
mer’s movements on OpenPose. Another camera detects an 
AR marker put on the swivel drum stool to detect its rotation. 
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Figure 4: UI in Metronome Mode 

Figure 5: UI in Delay Mode 

2.3 Modes and Functions 
2.3.1 Play Modes. STAMPER allows the drummer to choose two 
modes to manipulate AP2 and 3. The two modes are called Metronome 
and Delay. Each mode has parameters that can be adjusted by the 
drummer, and the drummer can manipulate the parameters by mov-
ing his knees during the performance. Each mode is described in 
detail below. 

1) Metronome Mode: AP2 and AP3 alternately hit the bass drums
with a constant rhythm. In this mode, the drummer can
adjust the bpm at which AP2 and AP3 are hit. One of the roles
of the drummer in a band is to provide the band members
with a constant tempo. We created this mode in the hope
that, by having a machine replace this role, the drummer
will not have to keep the tempo and will be able to play with
more variety.

2) Delay Mode: AP2 and AP3 hit the bass drums at a slight delay
after the drummer hits the bass drum. In this mode, the
delay time of AP2 and AP3 can be adjusted by opening and
closing the knees. By reproducing the delay efect, which is
widely used with guitars and bass guitars, with the APs, we
aimed to allow the drummer to express a single sound more
profoundly and create a rhythmic efect using overlapping
sounds.

2.4 Playing STAMPER 
When using the STAMPER system (Figure 3), in addition to per-
forming as they might usually, the drummer controls the behavior 
of multiple APs by moving their knees. A web camera set in front of 
the drummer monitors their body movement, and their knee posi-
tions are used to determine the behavior of the APs. In Metronome 
Mode, the right knee is assigned to BPM and the left knee is as-
signed to the volume, as shown in Figure 4. In Delay Mode, the 
right knee is assigned to delay time and the left knee is assigned 
to the number of repetitions (delay count), as shown in Figure 5. 
While drumming, the drummer can see the status of each parameter 
on a monitor. By striking the electric cymbals, they can lock the 
value of each parameter and may lock and unlock the parameters if 
needed. One may note, however, that drummers may achieve more 
groovy drumming using STAMPER by learning how to move the 
knees precisely and independently. 

Figure 6: A screen captured image taken from the videos: The 
Drummer Plays STAMPER (screen capture of the attached 
videos). A&B: Overview of the system. C: An AR Marker de-
tecting the rotation of the drum chair. D: AP1 in input mode. 
E: AP2&3: in actuated mode. F: Detecting the drummer’s mo-
tions on OpenPose. G: UI the drummer is seeing. 

3 DRUM EXPRESSIONS WITH STAMPER 
We invited an experienced drummer to play the STAMPER system 
and observed what kind of drumming expressions he created. In 
our design process, we sometimes invited him to test and play with 
our earlier prototypes. He had already adopted STAMPER well 
throughout the previous practices over fve hours, so this section 
reports a set of drum expressions with STAMPER by a profcient 
musician instead of a beginner. This submission has videos [V1-4] 
attached as supplemental materials (Figure. 6).2 Please refer to each
video clip when reading the descriptions below. 

3.1 Playing in Metronome Mode 
He frst selected Metronome Mode and played 8 beats to see how 
the system worked. During this time, he did not move his left knee 
but only slightly moved his right knee to control the BPM, trying 
to match his rhythm of playing. Occasionally, he stopped beating 
the hi-hat and snare and played only the bass drum to check the 
speed of AP2’s and AP3’s beats. 

In Metronome Mode, an interesting performance was observed 
in which he beat the bass drum with a subtle shift from the tim-
ing of AP2 and AP3 [V1]. During this performance, he locked the 
parameters to precisely understand a unique rhythm happening 
since the blurring of AP2’s and AP3’s tapping timing was reduced. 
It seemed that he was trying to create a groovy rhythm with slight 
shifts between human-made beats and machine-mediated ones. 

It happened that the rhythm was shufed [V2]. This was un-
intentionally caused by a phenomenon that AP2 and AP3 were 
not evenly spaced, and only AP3’s beats were delayed due to a 
slight diference in hardware maintenance. Interestingly, he not 
only accidentally encountered the shufed rhythms but also some-
times intentionally changed the rhythm by subtly delaying his own 
drumming to delay from the APs. 

2The supplementary videos can be found on this YouTube playlist: https://youtube.
com/playlist?list=PLUe7uE8VX9nmoGNP96AROYmi19iglTil_. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLUe7uE8VX9nmoGNP96AROYmi19iglTil_
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3.2 Playing in Delay Mode 
Next, he selected Delay Mode and checked the system’s response. 
First, he beat the bass drum only. Once he recognized a consistent 
response, he added the beats of the hi-hat and snare. He was care-
fully testing the system’s operation by subtly adjusting the opening 
of his knees. Occasionally, he locked the parameter and repeated 
the same pattern of beats. 

In Delay Mode, a scene was observed in which he intentionally 
generated a 3-beat with the system [V3]. Although there is a slight 
delay between AP2 and AP3, the system’s response was consistent 
enough and he was able to play a 3-beat on a variety of parameters. 

In an interesting performance, he noticed that the AP does not 
detect weak pedaling, so intentionally combined weak and strong 
pedaling to make a new sound [V4]. In Delay Mode, AP1 in the 
input mode senses the rotation angle of the embedded EC motor 
(Figure 2) when the drummer is pedaling the bass drum. He was able 
to mix weak pedaling not to beat AP2 and AP3 with strong pedaling 
to beat them, creating a more complex rhythmic performance. 

3.3 Feedback from the Drummer 
After he had played STAMPER for one hour, we interviewed him 
for his impressions. The interview was semi-structured, and three 
general questions were prepared in advance concerning; 1) overall 
impression and evaluation, 2) control of knees opening and closing, 
and 3) the range of the parameter settings. 

3.3.1 Overall Impression and Evaluation. “I enjoyed the system as 
a new instrument. I really liked the gap between the strength and 
rhythm of AP2 and AP3. Some people might not want this gap, as a 
less maintained system. But I thought the movements were musical. 
I felt like they knew the rhythm and groove despite the machines! It 
was fun to be able to beat in 3 beats. It was very good, very stable. I 
could see the potential for an interesting level.” 

We were a little bit worried about the completeness of the current 
system. In fact, as he said, there was a subtle diference in the 
beater volume between AP2 and AP3. This was probably caused by 
diferences in the adjustment of the beater angle, beater length, and 
spring strength between them. Since AP2 and AP3 were originally 
intended to have the same volume settings, this phenomenon can 
be viewed as a malfunction. But surprisingly, he interpreted these 
issues as if humans play the instrument and make natural rhythmic 
grooves, and totally enjoyed the machine-mediated drumming. 

3.3.2 Control of Knees Opening and Closing. “I felt like I could do 
it because the system response was stable (better than before). I was 
able to understand how much I needed to open the knee to get the 
desired reaction. However, I felt that the left knee was more unstable 
than the right knee. I need more practice.” 

Operating the parameters by the knees is one of the most unique 
features of the STAMPER system. Though we do not describe the 
detailed design process in this paper, we iteratively tested difer-
ent patterns of control methods. Drummers have to use all limbs 
when drumming. Thus, we needed to develop a way of controlling 
parameters without using the limbs. Though we did not conduct for-
mal usability testing with many drummers, he showed an amazing 
performance with highly unique drumming. 

3.3.3 The Range of the Parameter Setings. “The left knee tends to 
shake easily, and I thought that a smaller range might be acceptable. 
The right knee is OK in the current setting, but I would like to try a 
narrower setting. Depending on the value of the parameters, I do not 
think it is necessary to make it wider. However, I think it is better to 
keep the function of being able to make it wider. It might be easier to 
handle a subtle change in groove rather than a big change in tempo. 

It is actually difcult for drummers to control the knees accu-
rately and there is a limitation to moving the knees during drum-
ming. As such, throughout the collaborative process with drummers, 
we were iteratively testing the range of parameters and trying to 
fgure out the best settings. We found issues and refected them in 
the subsequent updates. 

3.3.4 Others. “Though AP3 seemed to be a little faster than AP2, the 
rhythmic blurring was regular and consistent. I personally enjoyed 
the blurring and gaps in the system but felt that it is not suitable for 
two-bass pedal performances such as in rock and metal music. These 
need to be in perfect rhythm. The timing of AP2 and AP3 is slightly 
of, so it is not possible to hit accurately in rapid succession. It would 
be nice if the drummer could adjust this discrepancy.” 

While we encountered how he generated new rhythms in this 
study, we also noticed the limitations of our current STAMPER 
system as of now. To revise the system to support wider genres of 
music, we need to refne the system’s accuracy and add customiz-
able functions to ft the diferent requirements of drummers. 

4 CONCLUSION 
This paper introduced STAMPER, a new instrument to explore 
human-machine integrated drumming performances. Surprisingly, 
the drummer we invited adapted to playing the new instrument 
quickly, passionately sought a new technique for drumming, and 
sometimes produced highly attractive sounds no one has ever heard 
before. We believe our fndings will contribute to designing human-
machine integrated performances, not only for music but for other 
artistic performances, such as performing arts, and sports, and other 
everyday activities. 
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